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When casting behaviour as active (Bayesian) inference, optimal inference is deﬁned with respect to an
agent’s beliefs – based on its generative model of the world. This contrasts with normative accounts of
choice behaviour, in which optimal actions are considered in relation to the true structure of the environ-
ment – as opposed to the agent’s beliefs about worldly states (or the task). This distinction shifts an
understanding of suboptimal or pathological behaviour away from aberrant inference as such, to under-
standing the prior beliefs of a subject that cause them to behave less ‘optimally’ than our prior beliefs sug-
gest they should behave. Put simply, suboptimal or pathological behaviour does not speak against
understanding behaviour in terms of (Bayes optimal) inference, but rather calls for a more reﬁned under-
standing of the subject’s generative model upon which their (optimal) Bayesian inference is based. Here,
we discuss this fundamental distinction and its implications for understanding optimality, bounded
rationality and pathological (choice) behaviour. We illustrate our argument using addictive choice behav-
iour in a recently described ‘limited offer’ task. Our simulations of pathological choices and addictive
behaviour also generate some clear hypotheses, which we hope to pursue in ongoing empirical work.
 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).Introduction
Optimal inference or optimal models?
Recent theoretical attempts to provide a uniﬁed understanding
of behaviour and brain function in a dynamic and uncertain world
cast cognition as probabilistic Bayesian inference [4,47,48,76], cul-
minating in the Bayesian brain hypothesis ([27,36,37,54,65]. In this
view, agents represent hidden states of the world as probability dis-
tributions and update their beliefs according to Bayes’ rule. Impor-
tantly, Bayesian inference is based on an agent’s generative model
of the world, which is used to infer a probability distribution over
causes (latent variables) generating sensory input. Formally, a
generative model is a joint distribution p(y, h) over sensory input
(observations) y and subject-speciﬁc parameters h, based on a
likelihood function p(y|h) and a prior distribution over parameters
p(h) [72]. Agents can then invert this model to ﬁnd parameters that
maximise the evidence of a given model in data, and thus infer thecausal structure of their environment. Put simply, in order to make
sense out the world, it is necessary to entertain a (generative)
model of the causal structure that underlies noisy and constantly
changing sensory impressions [23]. Therefore, an agent’s generative
model crucially inﬂuences the result of an inference process.
Recent evidence, especially in the ﬁeld of perception, suggests
that the brain may indeed perform (close to) ‘optimal’ probabilistic
inference [18,48,55,82,83]. In other instances, it has been shown
that organisms substantially deviate from Bayes-optimality deﬁned
with respect to the true generative process [15,16,19,46,51], lead-
ing some to question whether humans truly perform Bayesian
inference and suggesting that inmany situations non-optimalmod-
els are employed; for example, simple heuristics when making
decisions [17,43,52,77,78]. This question becomes particularly
important when assessing individual differences in behaviour or
characteristic aberrancies in psychopathology. For instance, how
could a model based on ‘optimal’ Bayesian inference be used to
account for characteristic suboptimal behaviour of a speciﬁc patient
group?
Here, we propose two potential causes of suboptimal behaviour,
which have radically different implications for understanding
individual differences and psychiatric disease; namely, failures in
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ence is based (cf., [5]). We argue that patients showing pathologi-
cal behaviour can still perform ‘optimal’ inference based on a
particular generative model of the environment, which causes
their behaviour to be less well adapted compared to control sub-
jects. Importantly, the inference machinery itself is not broken,
but instead a maladaptively constituted generative model causes
pathological behaviour – based on (optimal) Bayesian inference.
This implies a focus not on what patients perform in place of
Bayesian inference but rather how their particular generative
model – upon which inference is based – is constituted. Put simply,
if the brain truly is a hierarchical Bayesian prediction machine, one
can explain both normal and pathological behaviour. Identifying
speciﬁc parameters or the speciﬁc constitution of the generative
model in a patient group would have substantial impact on
improving diagnosis, prediction of relapse or therapeutic success
in clinical practise. Note that this marks a crucial advantage over
approaches that focus on the deviation from optimality:
investigating the subject-speciﬁc generative model of a task – as
opposed to noting a subject’s deviation from ‘optimal’ behaviour
– allows us (in principle) to identify the origins of aberrant infer-
ence in the cerebral hierarchy. In addition, this approach allows
for a more nuanced perspective on the causes underlying observed
behaviour. It is possible that some psychiatric conditions share
characteristic aberrancies in expressed behaviour but that their
particular causes are different. While noting the characteristic
deviation from ‘optimality’ does not enable us to differentiate
between different mechanisms that might cause this deviation,
investigating the generative model underlying observed behaviour
allows us to differentiate possible mechanisms that induce similar
behaviour.
A prominent example, which we discuss in more detail below, is
overly habitual and impoverished goal-directed behaviour both in
addiction and obsessive compulsive disorders, which is likely to be
induced by high impulsivity (low conﬁdence) and high anxiety,
respectively. It is important to note, however, that a computational
approach to psychiatry rests on the assumption that some system-
atic aspects of the models used by a particular patient group can be
identiﬁed, which may not always guaranteed in empirical work.
In summary, failing to account for the subject-speciﬁc genera-
tive models, means that there is only one way of acting optimally
(e.g., by maximising the monetary gain in an economic decision-
making task) and the only question one can pose is to what extent
individuals differ from optimal behaviour as deﬁned a priori. This is
likely to create the impression that agents substantially deviate
from Bayes-optimal inference and show signiﬁcant inter-individ-
ual deviations. If one acknowledges individual variation in repre-
senting the environment, however, a second deﬁnition of
optimality arises, which is relative to an agent’s generative model.
In this framework, suboptimal or even pathologic behaviour is not
understood as broken inference as such but as (optimal) Bayesian
inference based on a suboptimal generative model of the world.
Put differently, Bayesian inference based on individual models of
the world will look suboptimal in a manner proportional to the dif-
ferences between these models and our beliefs about the true
structure of the world.
In the following, we discuss how inter-individual differences
and psychiatric conditions can be understood in the context of
Bayesian inference. To illustrate our argument, we consider a
recently proposed Bayesian model of decision-making that casts
choice behaviour as pure inference. We will brieﬂy review the
behavioural and physiological validity of this model and then dis-
cuss its application to translational work. Speciﬁcally, we will show
how active inference can be used to characterise choice behaviour
in patient cohorts (e.g., chronic alcohol abusers and pathological
gamblers) using simulations.Normative or process models
Under the Bayesian brain hypothesis, a subject’s generative
model characterises how a cognitive process can be performed
by an embodied agent. In computational neuroscience one tries
to understand how a certain problem could be solved in the brain
to motivate a generative model of a task that might be imple-
mented in the brain in a biologically plausible way.
Normative approaches try to understand cognition and behav-
iour with respect to optimising a particular quantity, such as max-
imising reward [74] or minimising surprise [38]. In such
approaches, behaviour is governed by an overall principle that
compels agents to optimise a speciﬁc quantity. Within such a gen-
eral frameworks it is possible to formulate models with varying
degrees of biological plausibility. For instance, it makes a substan-
tial difference whether one simply describes an optimal solution to
a task, such as a solution in a decision-making paradigm based on
backwards induction and dynamic programming, or whether one
takes into account the actual cognitive resources and neuronal
message-passing necessary to perform a process given the compu-
tational resources of the brain [40]. In other words, normative
approaches provide a state theory (about what the brain does),
while biologically plausible implementations of the state theory
furnish a process theory (about how it is done).
Characterising generative models allows one to formulate a
process model of how cognitive processes are implemented in
the brain, in contrast to models that rest on a correlational
approach or are agnostic about the relationship between the
mechanics of a model and brain functioning. The normative
approach provides tools for assessing the extent of deviation from
‘optimal’ behaviour, given a model of the world that individuals or
cohorts display. If normative theories are equipped with process
models, they can provide direct insight into (maladaptive) compu-
tations that underlie pathology. Crucially, the question about the
optimal solution to a task, given the world, becomes irrelevant
because the real interest lies in the (optimal) solution, given an
agent’s model of the world. ‘Bayes optimality’ can be conceived
of as a principled way of performing optimally in a particular task
but it can also be conceived of as optimal inference under an
agent’s generative model of the world. When adopting the latter
perspective, Bayesian inference can provide a process model of
how agents actually behave – instead of a normative model of
how they should behave.
We will see later that the most likely candidates for subject-
speciﬁc differences in generative models are their prior beliefs.
This is important because there are mathematical (complete class)
theorems which suggest that any behaviour which can be
described by a loss function can always be described as Bayes opti-
mal under some prior beliefs. This means, that (at least mathemat-
ically) any ‘broken’ Bayesian inference, can always be characterised
in terms of aberrant prior beliefs. This paper exploits this perspec-
tive to suggest that many neuropsychiatric conditions can be
understood in terms of false inference under aberrant prior beliefs
(including beliefs about beliefs, such as the conﬁdence in – or pre-
cision of – one’s beliefs about the world).
Individual differences and psychopathology in Bayesian inference
In cognitive neuroscience, we often try to understand inter-
individual variability in cognitive processes and brain activity. For-
mally, this means that we (as observers) invert generative models
of our subjects based on their observed responses (cf., [24]). This
allows us to ask which parameters may have caused a distinct type
of behaviour and enables us to investigate the relationship
between speciﬁc parameters and personality traits or characteris-
tics in behaviour, such as impulsivity or sensation seeking. This
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[29,39,41,60,72].
There are several reasons why organisms might entertain gen-
erative models that ‘suboptimally’ approximate the true causal
structure of the world. One reason is the accuracy-complexity
trade-off inherent in Bayesian inference, as studied in machine
learning [11,56]. To prevent overﬁtting of data, models have to
optimise the trade-off between accurate predictions and generaliz-
ability, which means that good models have to restrict themselves
from treating noise as meaningful information. Note that this is
closely related to the concept of bounded rationality and satisﬁcing
as opposed to maximising [70,71]. Furthermore, speciﬁc circum-
stances may pose time pressure on behaviour, such as in classical
ﬁght or ﬂight decisions. The use of parsimonious models may then
become necessary because building a perfect model of the environ-
ment simply takes too long – or cannot accommodate slight
changes in the environment. There could also be uncertainty about
which model is best, inducing the need for Bayesian model averag-
ing [35], or incompatible sensory data and priors; for example, in
the case of perceptual illusions [42,53,79]. Also, non-ecological
environments in experiments may lead to the adoption of inappro-
priate models since these may be the only models available to the
agent based on her past experience. Most importantly, however,
there may be phylogenetic constraints on the type of models that
can be implemented biologically – as well as differences related
to an individual’s ontogenetic development. The latter is of crucial
importance for investigating pathologic behaviour – as it is possi-
ble that speciﬁc experiences in (biological) neurodevelopment
may constrain subsequent models of the world, inducing, in
extreme cases, a characteristic psychiatric condition. From a math-
ematical perspective, these considerations speak to approximate
Bayesian inference in which the implementational problems of
exact Bayesian inference are ﬁnessed using assumed forms for pos-
terior beliefs. The particular choice of these forms speaks to the
nature of the neuronal code and neuronal message passing within
the brain. We will focus on a particular but ubiquitous form of
approximate Bayesian inference later; namely, variational Bayes-
ian updating through the minimisation of variational free energy
– that provides a biologically plausible process theory.
In summary, characterising and individual’s generative model
may be crucial when investigating group differences among differ-
ent populations. Indeed, identifying particular characteristics of
generative models associated with a particular psychiatric disorder
marks a central aim of computational psychiatry [2,58,60,72]. An
aim of computational psychiatry is to improve the diagnosis of
psychiatric conditions and assess therapeutic progress. Assessing
the characteristics of a generative model in a patient group allows
one to investigate speciﬁc, trait-like characteristics of certain
model parameters that may underlie pathological behaviour [72].
In doing so, researchers move from a purely descriptive account
to understanding and explaining computational phenotypes that
cause maladaptive conditions. Prominent examples for such
approaches have been proposed in the ﬁeld of autism [62], schizo-
phrenia [1] or functional motor and sensory symptoms [31].
Decision-making as active inference
As an illustration, we now present a model of choice behaviour
in the framework of active Bayesian inference, and describe how
abnormalities in this model might account for pathological deci-
sion-making in addiction. Crucially, to understand individual vari-
ability in choice, we estimated individual parameters of the
generative model (of the task) based on observed behaviour, allow-
ing us to identify speciﬁc parameters that may serve as biomarkers
of behavioural and neuronal characteristics in substance-based and
behavioural addiction, relative to a control group.Recently, a generic model of decision processes has been pro-
posed in which Markov Decision Problems (MDPs) are solved using
(active) Bayesian inference based on variational (discrete-time)
updates of prior beliefs about current states, action and control
[40]. Crucially, agents try to minimise surprise about future states,
where surprise is based on a belief-distribution about future states,
in which desired states are more likely to be attained and undesired
states the converse. Agents then infer an optimal policy byminimis-
ing the relative entropy or Kullback–Leibler-Divergence between
their belief distribution and a distribution of likely outcomes. Intu-
itively, they increase the likelihood of visiting preferred states or
goals by selecting policies that produce outcomes that are as close
as possible to desired outcomes. Effectively, preferred outcomes are
ensured by minimising surprise, where goals constitute the least
surprising outcome. Crucially, not only beliefs about policies but
also the precision (certainty) with which these beliefs are held have
to be inferred. Precision can be understood as the conﬁdence that a
selected policy will be successful and thus controls the stochasticity
or goal-directedness of an agent’s behaviour. Formally, precision is
similar to the inverse temperature parameter in classical logistic or
softmax choice rules [25,74]: however, there is a crucial difference
– precision has a Bayes-optimal solution and has to be inferred and
updated at each time-step. The resulting behaviour depends on a
generative model of task contingencies and prior beliefs about pre-
cision – and therefore allows for an individual assessment of these
model parameters and their relationship with behavioural tenden-
cies, as illustrated in the following example.
We performed a behavioural and neuronal validation of this
generic model in a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
experiment [69]. For this study, we developed a novel task in
which participants had to infer the optimal time to accept an offer.
In brief, subjects were presented with a small initial offer and had
to decide how long to wait for a higher offer, with the risk of losing
the initial offer and winning nothing (Fig. 1A). If they accepted too
early, they precluded a higher offer at a later stage of the game,
whereas if they accepted too late they risked losing the initial offer
and winning nothing. To emphasise the context-sensitivity of this
task, we deﬁned the probabilities of receiving the high offer and
losing the low offer as hazard rates, such that it became progres-
sively less likely to receive the high offer and more likely to lose
the initial offer (Fig. 1B). We compared long (8 trials) and short
(4 trials) and varied the amount of the initial offer (between 9
and 35 pence, whereas the high offer was always 80 pence). In
summary, subjects had to infer the optimal time to accept the ini-
tial offer taking the speciﬁc task contingencies into account, with-
out waiting too long or not long enough.
We performed maximum a posteriori (MAP) modelling of task-
relevant parameters (expected precision, hazard rate and sensitiv-
ity) by inverting the generative model of each subject, given
observed behaviour. These parameters determined how a speciﬁc
type of behaviour may have been caused. In brief, prior precision
reﬂects the prior belief about the relative probability of competing
policies or a ‘‘trait-conﬁdence’’. This means subjects with a higher
prior precision are more conﬁdent about receiving the high offer if
they deliberately wait. Estimates of expectations of hazard rates
tell us how well subjects represented the task contingencies,
whereas the sensitivity for the difference in utilities (log likeli-
hood) of outcomes provides important information about how
much subjects valued one outcome over others (see Fig. 2 for
observed behaviour and model predictions).
Therefore, we were able to characterise the individual genera-
tive model (representation of the task) employed by each subject,
upon which variational Bayesian updates were based. For instance,
we found evidence that subjects who had higher prior precision
accepted the initial offer less frequently and waited longer for
the high offer. Furthermore, we were able to show that the updates
Fig. 1. Task for model validation. (A) Each game comprised a speciﬁed number of trials (discrete time-steps). On each trial, subjects had to decide whether to accept a current
offer or wait for the next trial. If subjects decided to wait, the low offer could be withdrawn with probability r, it could be replaced by a high offer with probability q or could
be carried over to the next trial with probability 1  (r + q). (B) The probabilities were deﬁned by hazard rates, such that withdrawal probability increased, whereas a high
offer became less likely the longer subjects waited. Adapted from [69].
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precision – were encoded by dopaminergic midbrain regions.
Having established the validity of this (active Bayesian infer-
ence) model of subject responses in behavioural and neuronal
terms,we nowaskwhether it can be used to understand and classify
(pathologic) choice behaviour in addiction. Speciﬁcally, we can now
look in detail at how changes in a subject’s prior beliefs will produce
characteristic patterns of behaviour by simulating choice behaviour
in the limited offer game, under different prior expectations.
Hypothesis and evaluation: addictive choice behaviour as
optimal inference
In the following, we discuss characteristic abnormalities of
behaviour in addiction and how these could be accounted for by
an active inference model of choice behaviour. We will use simula-
tions to illustrate maladaptive choice behaviour in our limited offer
paradigm in both a qualitative and quantitative sense. These simu-
lations generate some speciﬁc predictions, which we are currently
testing empirically – using both behavioural and physiological
responses.
Addiction is associated with characteristic patterns of maladap-
tive choice behaviour [49,61,63], and thus appears to be ideally
suited for a computational approach to understand the basis of
aberrant decision processes. Individuals with addiction have been
found to be more impulsive [3,6,32], and neuronal activation asso-
ciated with impulsivity or response inhibition can be used to pre-
dict future substance abuse [57]. Furthermore, addictive choice
behaviour has been related to steeper delay discounting
[59,64,66,73] – with the implication that the negative future con-
sequences of addictive behaviour are strongly devalued – as well
as to reduced risk sensitivity and decreased inhibitory control
[21,20,50].
From a computational perspective, it has been argued that
addictive behaviour may be caused by a shift from action-outcome
to stimulus–response control [29], resulting in a predominance of
less ﬂexible, habitual modes of behaviour [32,45,67]. This has also
been framed as the gradual transition from ‘impulsion to compul-
sion’, implying that addictive behaviour is marked initially by seek-
ing hedonic pleasure from a certain substance intake or behaviour,
whereas later this addictive behaviour becomes habitual and auto-
matic [33]. Other perspectives invoke a shift from a predominance
of liking to wanting in the context of incentive salience [8,9],
implying that addicts show compulsive ‘wanting’ of drugs or
drug-like behaviour without actually ‘liking’ it [68].In addiction research there are several hypotheses that explain
addictive behaviour. The impulsivity hypothesis states that indi-
viduals with addiction are more impulsive and worse at inhibiting
a response than controls, which – combined with an increased sen-
sitivity to reward – may induce addictive behaviour [3,10]. A
reward-deﬁciency hypothesis, on the other hand, suggests that
addicted individuals are less sensitive to nondrug rewards relative
to drug-related rewards, which compels them to seek drugs [12].
Imaging studies provide evidence for both accounts [50]. Speciﬁ-
cally, addictive behaviour has been associated with changes in
reward processing [59,64] that is often associated with a dysfunc-
tion of the dopaminergic system [7,28,30,75] – for which there is
also genetic evidence [13,14,22]. Most prominently, addiction is
marked by a loss of phasic response of the dopaminergic system
[80,81], which resonates with the reward-deﬁciency hypothesis –
as this implies that only drug-related behaviour can elicit phasic
dopaminergic responses and thus the feeling of reward.
In summary, addiction appears to be strongly related to impul-
sivity and a lack of inhibitory control, a preponderance of habitual
as opposed to goal-directed or planned behaviour and a hyper-
sensitivity to rewarding, drug-related stimuli. Given the large
body of empirical evidence for these characteristics of addictive
(choice) behaviour – what can we gain from an active inference
perspective on addiction? As discussed earlier, the important
question is whether speciﬁc parameters (in subject-speciﬁc gen-
erative models) can be identiﬁed that explains group differences
in addictive compared to normal choice behaviour: in other
words, what sorts of generative model (or model parameters)
produce (Bayes optimal) addictive behaviour? Fig. 3 provides an
intuitive depiction of the proposed variational message passing
scheme in active inference upon which our considerations are
based.
Precision reﬂects the conﬁdence about reaching a desired goal;
i.e., the successful implementation of a policy. In active inference,
this means that precision reﬂects the degree of stochasticity or
goal-directedness of behaviour. In the context of the limited offer
task, precision reﬂects conﬁdence about receiving the high offer.
Thus, subjects with a higher prior precision tend to wait longer
for the high offer and accept the initial offer less often – which
can be understood as being more conﬁdent that the high offer will
eventually transpire. Conversely, subjects with a low precision will
display more variability in their behaviour and are less conﬁdent
about waiting for the high offer. Consequently, they will be more
impulsive in accepting the initial offer. It is important to appreciate
that precision can account for this type of ‘reﬂection impulsivity’
Fig. 2. Results. Observed and estimated acceptance probabilities as predicted by our model (note that Pwait = 1  Paccept). These estimates are based upon maximum a
posteriori values for prior precision, the hazard rate and sensitivity to differences in monetary cues.
Fig. 3. Proposed variational message passing scheme. This ﬁgure illustrates the proposed message passing scheme in active inference and its putative mapping to brain
function. The scheme rests on variational updates, such that several distinct representations (expectations of states, polices and precision) are updated and inform each other
– providing a nice metaphor for functional segregation and integration in the brain. Here, current observations inform inference about hidden states of the environment,
which induce updates of precision. Precision inﬂuences policy selection which in turn speciﬁes actions – that are sampled from the most likely policies. Note that the
connections are recursive because variation updates require a reciprocal exchange of sufﬁcient statistics. Recent empirical work has shown that expected precision is encoded
in the dopaminergic midbrain [69].
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but not for higher risk-taking: if precision increases, subjects will
be very sensitive to differences in the values of policies (e.g., wait-
ing until a later trial before accepting the initial offer) and actaccordingly. In other words, they will not deviate much from their
favoured policy over successive games. This means that increasing
precision will not compel subjects to wait too long and become too
risk-seeking, it will just make them more sensitive to the
114 P. Schwartenbeck et al. /Medical Hypotheses 84 (2015) 109–117advantages of planned and goal-directed behaviour. Conversely,
decreasing precision will make subjects less conﬁdent in receiving
the high offer and thus less goal-directed. This represents a state of
poor self-control, causing the subject to display habitual behaviour.
Subjects, therefore, will accept the initial offer too early because
they cannot postpone their response – and therefore show a lack
of inhibitory control (impulsive behaviour). Fig. 4 shows the effects
of prior precision on behaviour when the offer is withdrawn or
accepted as well as the propensity to accept the initial offer (safe
option) simulated in 256 games for different prior expectations
about precision.
A possible mechanism underlying impulsivity – and a lack of
inhibitory control – could therefore be lower prior precision,
reﬂecting more stochastic (inconsistent) behaviour and less conﬁ-
dence in the successful implementation of long-term policies (and
therefore less goal-directedness). This provides an explanation for
why some subjects accept earlier than would be optimal for gain
maximisation in this task [69]. Note that Schwartenbeck et al.
[69] were able to show that precision, as deﬁned here, is encoded
in the dopaminergic midbrain, which ﬁts comfortably with the
association between impulsive behaviour and dysfunction of the
dopaminergic system in addiction.Fig. 4. Effects of precision on behaviour. (A–C) reﬂect low (a = 4), medium (a = 8) and h
latent states and precision in an example game with initial offer withdrawal at trial three
in (upper left) and the expected probability of accepting or declining as a function of trials
These expectations are updated using expected precision that is shown as a function of tri
simulated dopamine responses reﬂecting the changes in precision (lower right). See [69]
wait (stay) depends on prior precision and increases for higher values of precision (upp
withdrawn is larger with higher prior precision. The middle column shows the equivalent
a sharp increase when the high offer is received, where the size of the increase again dep
probabilities at each time step, simulated in 256 games. It becomes obvious that the accep
that the high offer will be received).However, we also know that higher risk-taking – often associ-
ated with steeper discounting of future rewards or events – is a
key characteristic of addictive decision-making. In the context of
our limited offer task, being too risk-seeking would imply that sub-
jects wait too long for the high offer – and thus risk losing the ini-
tial offer. How could this be represented in a subject’s generative
model? As discussed earlier, subjects also have to represent the
hazard rate of a withdrawal and the receipt of a high offer. Being
too optimistic about winning the high offer – without considering
the danger of losing the initial offer – could be explained by a poor
expectation of the hazard rate, such that one assumes that receiv-
ing the high offer is very likely whereas losing the initial offer is
unlikely. In contrast to precision, the individual representation of
the hazard rate can account for higher risk-taking or (equivalently)
the overconﬁdence in winning regardless of the risks, a common
phenomenon in pathological gambling [21,20]. Fig. 5 illustrates
the effects of adopting different hazard rates.
Note that a suboptimal representation of the hazard rate also
explain the converse; namely, accepting prematurely because
one estimates that a withdrawal is very likely whereas receiving
the high offer is not likely at all. However, this form of being overly
cautious is not consistent with previous ﬁndings of choiceigh (a = 16) prior precision, respectively. The left column shows expectations about
. In each panel, the top row shows the inferred hidden state the agent believes this is
(upper right panel: dotted lines for earlier trials and the solid lines for the last trial).
al in the lower row – in terms of the precision at the end of each trial (lower left) and
for further details about these (variational) updates. Here, the initial propensity to
er right panel). Intuitively, the drop of expected precision when the initial offer is
updates when a high offer is presented in the ﬁfth trial. Expected precision displays
ends on individual prior precision. The right column shows the observed acceptance
tance latencies are shifted towards later trials with increasing precision (conﬁdence
Fig. 5. Effects of estimates of the hazard rate on behaviour. (A–C) reﬂect high (losing the initial offer is likely), medium and low (losing the initial offer is unlikely) estimates of
the hazard rate, respectively. This ﬁgure uses the same format as Fig. 4: the left and middle column show expectations about hidden states, behaviour and expected precision
for a withdrawal of the initial offer (at the third trial) and the receipt of a high offer at the ﬁfth trial, respectively. This time, the behaviour and initial level of precision is
identical, but the expected behaviour reﬂects the differences in hazard rates – with the probability of waiting being smaller if losing the initial offer is likely. The right column
predicts that subjects will accept the initial offer early if a loss is thought to be likely.
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goal-directed behaviour and higher risk-taking. One might there-
fore hypothesise that people suffering from addiction will exhibit
lower prior precision, causing behaviour to be more impulsive
and stochastic, combined with a lower prior expectation about
the hazard rate, inducing higher risk-taking and lower risk-sensi-
tivity, as illustrated in Fig. 6. By investigating the prior expecta-
tions in a group of substance-based addiction, behavioural
addiction and a control group one should be able to characterise
general differences and commonalities on an individual and group
level – and associate these differences in particular parameters
with differences in observed behaviour and neuronal activation.Fig. 6. Effects of a low prior precision and a low estimate of the hazard rate on behav
behaviour, whereas a low estimate of the hazard rate causes subjects to become more rDiscussion
We have argued that in order to understand inter-individual
variability – and pathological behaviour – it is necessary to move
from a descriptive or normative account of optimality to a deﬁni-
tion of optimal inference, based on an individual’s generative
model of the world. People are now starting to appreciate that
casting atypical behaviour (e.g., planning) as inference does not
necessarily imply apparent ﬂaws in an inference process, but calls
for a deeper understanding of biologically plausible
approximations or bounds on probabilistic inference [2,26,65,72].
To illustrate this point we have used a generic model of choiceiour. Low precision causes subjects to be more stochastic and less patient in their
isk-seeking in waiting for the high offer. See legends for Figs. 4 and 5 for details.
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processes in terms of prior expectations causing observed behav-
iour. We have tried to substantiate this approach by using it to
simulate a potential behavioural phenotype of addiction in a ‘Lim-
ited offer task’.
These simulations also provide a nice illustration of how a com-
putational account of pathologic behaviour can provide the basis
for understanding similar behaviour that is caused by different
mechanisms. As discussed earlier, obsessive compulsive disorders
(OCD) have been associated with habitual and impoverished goal
directed behaviour, but may be caused by high anxiety rather than
high reﬂection impulsivity (i.e., a lack of conﬁdence or precision)
[33,34,44]. Both Figs. 4A and 5A show behaviour that is less goal-
directed – and marked by a propensity to accept an initial offer
in early trials – as one would expect to see in addiction and
patients with OCD. In the former case, however, overly habitual
behaviour is caused by reduced conﬁdence or high impulsivity;
i.e., the inability to decline a current offer (also marked by higher
dispersion over acceptance latencies). In the latter simulation,
the short acceptance latency is caused by pessimistic prior expec-
tations about the hazard rate; in other words, assuming that a
withdrawal is very likely. This could be induced by overly cautious
or anxious (pessimistic) expectations, and thus might explain the
predominance of habitual behaviour in OCD. In short, characteris-
ing the generative model underlying suboptimal behaviour pro-
vides a principled approach to understanding the origins of
maladaptive behaviour as well as the diverse computational phe-
notypes that present similar ‘symptoms’. This further illustrates
the diagnostic value of a computational approach to psychiatry.
Casting choice behaviour as (active) Bayesian inference may pro-
vide a useful tool to do so – and thus help improve our diagnostic
assessment and evaluation of therapeutic success.
Note that our scheme allows us to identify likely causes that
underlie pathologic behaviour – such as prior expectations that
causes behavioural and neuronal responses in addiction. It neither
makes strong predictions about the development of an addiction
nor was it designed to be (a priori) sensitive to addictive choice
behaviour. Rather, the framework provides a generic account of
decision-making that allows one to assess the individual (genera-
tive) model that underlies (Bayes optimal) choice, and thus the
individual characteristics that underlie addictive choice. Crucially,
this approach posits speciﬁc mechanisms that may impair deci-
sion-making in addiction. This may be relevant for differentiating
addiction from other conditions and may also – more practically
– prove useful for assessing the current status of an addict (and
their therapeutic progress) or for predicting relapse.
In conclusion, we believe that an active (Bayesian) inference
framework may be useful for quantifying maladaptive choice
behaviour in addiction, such as being too impulsive and risk seek-
ing or showing a predominance of habitual behaviour when mak-
ing choices. Having speciﬁed our hypotheses and theoretical
considerations, we look forward to presenting empirical tests of
these ideas in the near future.Conﬂict of interest
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